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The HASA CSFC Landsat-D Project is developing a Data Manageaent Syatea (DMS) to
provide a variety of standard image products from the themstlfi capper (TK) and
Bultispeetral acanner (HSS) inatruaants. The major digital image processing
fuactlons to be performed by the DMS for Landsaf°D includet screening ioagery
for quality, determining cloud cover, applying radiometrie and geometric
corrections (including resampling the data in either cubic convolution or
nearest neighbor techniques and presently the data in either a apace oblique
mercator, universal transverse aercator/" polar stereogrephic • .<*» ItmtsLi..
eeufi mill 'umAir projection), and copying original archive output tapes for
distribution purposes. The archival MSS tapea (HDS-AHs) will contain
radiomatrically corrected but geesetrically uncorrected iaage date plus certain
*•-
ancillary data necessary to perform the geoaetrie corrections. .'
Each ahlpaant of archive copy BDT-AMs will be accompanied by at least one
Coddard HOT Inventory Tape (CHIT), and its listing, which -yill serve aa an
inventory and description of the iaage data included in the shipment. The
CHIT ie a nine-track, 1600-BPI tapea which conforms to the ANSI standard. These
tapea also follow standardised conventions with respect to data formate, record
construction and record identification. Each CHIT will be accompanied by a











One binary digit (either a sere or a one).
3.2 BYTE
A byte ie eight bite in laogth and «ay contain any type of data. The aost
significant bit occurs first and is the left-nest bit of tha byte.
3.3 BECOBD
\
A physical record ip^equal to one block not greater than 4096 bytes. The recoij
length (block Xsfse) in dependent ou the type of file and en tha type of record
vithin a fileT There aia three types of files: syatea header file, tape
directory file, and HOT directory file. The ays tea header file contains one
record type, the system header record. This record is fixed in sice, contains
info mat ion pertaining to MKF operations and is the first record on the tape.
The tape directory file contains one record type, the tape directory record,
vhich ts of variable length and contains intonation describing vhich HDT-AMs
are reported on by the CHIT.
The HDT directory file contains four types of records: HOT directory record,
header record, finsstetioa record, and trailer record. Tha HOT directory record,
vhich io variable in length, contains data describing one HOT. Thin record
CES IOT68
PRECEDING EAGE BLANK NOJJ 3-1
a. Systea Header 8T8T
». Tape-Directory TDWO
. ' •* I
e* BDT Directory BD1D
&•• Bender ; BEDS
•» Annotation AHSO
£. Trailer ' TRLR
Bach record has a standard forest as shown in Section 5.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS Bevieion A
Of POOR QUALITY 21 Septeaber 1981
3.3.3 BECOBD LENGTH " "
i i
This is the length of the data record in nuaber of bytes.
Justified, 0001 to 4096.
This field is right
>U ;<
3.4 FILE |
A file conoiete of an integral number of records. The eystea header file
consists of ooa record and appears once per CHIT. The tape directory file aleo
consists of one record'and also appaare oace per CHIT. The BDT directory file
consists of at least one record sad appears on the 6BXT once per BDT reported*rThe BDI directory file,appuars at least once per CHIT.
Aa EOT directory file consists of information referencing the iaages
I t
corresponding to a single BDT. Bach BDT directory file contains one directory
record sad at loast one set of header, annotation, and trailer records.
All iaagery associated:with one BDT is reported in one BDT directory file, which
I !









OF POOR QUALITY GES 10068
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21 Septeabar 1981
as the CHIT ?<ape reel identification (also written on tha CHIT tapa cannister
libel) and tha tape identifications of the HDTs inventoried "* the CHIT.
The length of the tape descriptive data ..depends on the nuaber of HDTs
inventoried.
4.3 HDT DIRECTORY
The HOT directory occurs at the beginning of each HOT directory file and
identifiea the isagea contained on the HOT.
4.4 IMAGE DESCRimOH RECORDS
The iaage description records of isagea are reported on the CHIT on an HDT b&eia
following their respective HDT directory record and ap-/ear in the saas order on
-the CHIT as ordered in tha HDT directory record. laage description records on
the CHIT include one record each for header, and trailer data,.-and two records
for annotation data as recorded on the respective HDT image tape and ee defined
in Table 5-5.
The second Annotation CHIT Image Description record represents the annotation
data associated with a second Map Projection output by the IGF for partially
processed iaage data. In all eaaes, annotation data containing the tick Bark
location data ia excluded froa CHIT Iaage Description records.
Iaage description records for HDT iaage data contain the 12 bytes of CHIT
standard information followed by alphanumeric bytes of image description
information, the first 24 bytes of which are coamon for each image. L^
— ——^ CES 10068



















Included herein are the contents and foraat of each of the filoa, records, end
!
euoaaryilistings discussed ia Section 4. The layout of the CHIT tape is shornf !
in Figure 5-1 while Figure 5-2 depicts the general foraat of CHIT data records.
5.1 . SYSTEM HEADER
A—T~
The BDTpAK CUT system header data appears in Table 5-'..
5.2 TAPE DIRECTORY .
The HDT-AM GBIT tape directory data appears in Table 5-2.
• ' ' " ' . '
5.J HDT-AM DIRECTORY . •
The HDT-AH directory data appsare in Table 5-3. -jw
5.4 IMAGE DESCRIPTION RECORDS
The image description date appears in Tables 5-4 through 5-6.
! i
5.5 LIST OP ASSOCIATED TAPES
The foreat for the, list of associated tapes appears in Figure 5-3.
\
5*6 TAPE ZNVBRTORY SHEET
| !












RECORD TYPE CODE » 'TDWO'
SBOORD LEKCTH IN CHARACTERS
CHIT TAPE ID
L » *L' &ARDSAT MISSION
H - *4'. '5'. '0' » MISSIOK SOMBER
8 • 8EHSOR TYFE: 'M' • KSS
CT • TAPE TYPE: 'CT' " CHIT
TY • YEAR
9DD » DAY OP YEAR




PJiECEDING EAGE BLANK NOT
5-5
BYTES






























1ZCO?J> TYPE CODE -
BECORD LENGTH IN CHARACTERS.
HD7-AM IDENTIFICATION
1 • *L* ,LAKDSAT MISSION
B • MISSION KUH3ER: *4f » LAHD3AT-0
'5* « UmiSAT-C PRIME
•0* " MIXED LANTSAT-
D ARD D P'UWE
8 • SEHSOR; *H' « MSS
HA " 'HA'. TAPE TYPE
YY » IAST TWO DIGITS OP YEAR
TOD » DAY OP YEAR











Table 5-3. HDT-AM Directory Record (Shaat 2 of 3)
Bevition .
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B « MISSION NUMBER: 'A1 6r *5'
DDDD « DAYS 8IKCE LAUNCH
* HOUR OF ACQUISITION
KM • MINUTES OF AOWISITION
T • TENS OF SECONDS OF ACQUISITION
CLOUD COVER ASSESSMENT, IN TENS
OF PERCENT CC " ^OO'-'IO1 ; 'NA1
~ . . FOR SOT ASSESSED
/ *
•^ (. - F • 'R1 IF TMS IS A REGENERATED
-' ^_ SCENE '@' OTHERWISE
--6. ~ QUALITY ASSURANCE REJECTICJl FLAG
C> «• 'R1 IF IKAGE WAS REJECTED BY OA
SANV) NUMBER |





T • TENTHS OF SECONDS
•




• . 85 • SECONDS






















QA REJECTIOH FLAG, BAUD BDHBER
IRIC HEADER TIME ARD Z1ZC TKAIIBP.
TIKE BEPEATED 3 TIKES, OKCE FOR
EACH BEMAIHIHG IMAGE 07 THE FIRST
8CEHE, CODED AS TOR THE 7IRST IMAGE
KASA SCENE IDENTIFICATIOW,CLOUD COVER•loan ewbtici AW&XIA&C &un*j,unj WMS IS bwvc.n
ASSESSMENT, AM&^ fiECEHERATED PEODUCT 7LA6.
ftt&BLW "^/"-POR THE SECOND SCEBE, CODED AS FOR THE
FIRST SCENE
RASA SCENE IDENTIFICATIOHj CLOUD COVER
ASSESSMENT. •^ CT^ RECEHERATED PRODUCT
KSfFOB THE HTH (LAST) 8CZRS, CODED
AS FOR THE FIRST SCENE
QA BEJECTION FLAG, BAND ROHBER, TRIG
HEADER TIME ARD IMC TMILER "TOE FOR
THE FOURTH IMAGE OF THE KTH (LAST)






Si Beptaaber 1981 •



















RECORD TTPE CODE » 'REDR'
RECORD &SRCTB. IB CHARACTERS r
GEOGRAPHIC SCENE IDENTIFICATION
B - MISSION BUHBER: '4 '-LANDSAT-D
 (
•S'-LANDSAT-D PRIME ^
8 • SENSOR: 'M'-MSS
PPP » PATH
RRR • ROW
DDDD • DAYS SINCE LAUNCH 0? ACQUISITION
RASA SCENE IDENTIFICATION
R - MISSION NUMBER: 'A'-LANDSAT-D
•5'"LAHDSAT-D PRIME
DDDD " DATS SINCE LAUNCH OF ACQUISITION
BH - HOUR 07 ACQUISITION
MM - MINUTE OF ACQUISITION









T«bl« 5-4. Xtuge De»criptor-Bead«r Record (Sbstt 3 of 10)
1
1 ' •
BYTES . - DATA DESCRIPTION t

























1 1 0X 1 NUMBER /F ACTIVE DETECTORS f
1— J XX • '00' - '24*
X
 A NUMBER OPflPIXELS PER UHUIlULJUtElt) "^
— _ BCAN LTNE dCCAM PT^ 1 (*4^ J «^
i Jysn F*I s fi>j 2. LAC PILLS&.
Y SCENE CENTER TTKE
— YY • LAST TWO DIGITS OP YEAR
D HDD » DAY OF YEAR
HI MM • MIRUTE
L_J SS <• SECOND







IK 1 ' ORBITAL DIRECTION •'
' P D • 'A1: ASCENDING
'D'tDSSCENDING
m nWf PROJECTION SELECTED
1 i *P - 'U'tUTM
'P':PS
!•••••
| K | OVERALL BAND QUALITY
 V«^.X
p I T- '
K 1 RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION METHOD
LM»J ** • "u'^nn m^pvcTTON^ APPiTrn
•H'tHISTOCRAM METHOD






PRECEDING PACE BLANK NOT FE.MEIJ





21 f «pt«b«r 1961


















KDKBEfi REJECTED EPHEMERI8 P01HTS
J3SXS. - '0000'-(9999'
ACCURACY 0? EPEEMERIS FIT
ACCURACY OF EPBEMERIS FIT
ALOJIC-IRACK POSITION





21 feptnber IS 61



































ACCDBAC7 OT BPH2MESI8 TXT
ACBOSS-IRAOC POSITION
(JDMBER OF ATTITUDE DATA POINTS
IB TELEM2TO7 ETTER7AL
XXXX " *0001'-'9999'
NUMBER 0? REJECTED ATTITUDE
DATA POINTS IS TELEMETRY
INTERVAL SIXX - lOOOO'-'9999'











































ACCURACY OF ATTITUDE FIT *
ORIGINAL PAGE FS
OF POOR QUALITY
ACCURACY 0? ATTITUDE FIT
OVERALL BAND QUALITIES 07 SCENE FROM
WHICH COHTROL POINTS WERE EXTRACTED.
X »S DEPUTED IN REFERENCE 2.2.«>
VDM3ER OF GEODETIC POTOTS USED IN





Table 5-4. 'luge Descriptor-Header Record (Sheet 6 of 10)
BYTES























































SUCCESS (PERCENTAGE) XX -1 00'-* 99* .
AVERAGE INITIAL AUTOCORRECIAnof*\ *.
VATTTV A
ffil0?* a«J /<*>% *>///&& &Y





90Z ERROR ELLIPSE OF CONTROL POINTS
XN REFERENCE IMAGE ALONG-TRACK fA3Cft44^
"•.
t »
| 902 ERROR ELLIPSE OF CONTROL "DINTS



































CORRELATION FACTOR: AVERAGE 0? CONTROL
JOINT OOBBELATIOR PEAK VALUES
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
AVERAGE CONTROL POINT SUITABILITY
HEASURE
RONIHAL OVERLAP PIXEL OFFSET
•
 I000'-I999I
QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF APPENDED
GEOMETRIC MODELING DATA
Z • AS DEFINED IN 9EFEBERCE 2.2.a
DATA SOURCE *,
X » *e'tCCTPKf *W';«HITE SANDS(TDRSS)






i 21 Stptoriwr 1981















BIT ERROR BATE N
• 'O000'-'9999y
USE OF NOMINAL GAL WEDGE VALUES
X » •N'tKOT USED
•C'rUSED FOR COMPARISON ONLY
•W'tUSED 70 REPLACE CW7s OUTSIDE
WINDOW, BUT ROT USED IN
BADIOHETRIC CALIBRATION
•R'rUSED TO REPLACE CtfVa OUTSIDE
WINDOW, AND USED IN
BADIOHETRIC CALIBRATION
WINDOW SIZE
NOMINAL CAL WEDGE VALUES (36 VALUES,
2 CHARACTERS EACH)
BACH VALUE - fOOl-t63'
CAT, WEDGE QUALITIES (36 VALUES,
3 CHARACTERS BACH)
BACH VALUE - '000'-'200'
5-20
ORIGINAL PAGE IS







OF POOR QUALITY 2! S^tcabcr 1981




























TYPE CODE - 'ANNO'
i .1
RECORD 1ZNCTH, W CHARACTERS «• '•*
GEOGRAPHIC SCENE ID
N " MISSION NUMBER: '4'-LANDSAT-D
•5»«LAHDSAT-D PRIKE
8 • SENSOR: *M'"MSS
PPP • PATH
RRR * P.OU •!
DDDD « DAYS SINCE LAUNCH OP ACQ"ISI"'CJN
NASA SCF.HE ID
H • MISSION NUMBER: '4'-LANDSAT-D
•S'-LAHDSAT-I' PRIME
TODD » DAYS SINCE LAUNCH OF ACQUISITION
EH » HOUR OF ACQUISITION
KM * MINUTE OP ACQUISITION




ORIGINAL PAGE IS *l ••»*«*»
OF POOR QUALITY















































































URS' CENTER LATITOBB ft LOJUSIYTOE
3 - •H'jHOMIHAl CENTER INDICATOR
DO i||i; 'S'rUiTITUDE
MM • IATITODE MHWfflft-
BS • LATITUDE VSeSt/tOS*
D» 'E'; "W: LOKCITUDE DIRECTION
M«M • LONGITUDE DECREES





SENSOR X - 'M'tMSS
BAK9 ID CODS
BBBB «













IX » SUN ELEVATION V
A- •A1













X " TYPE OF GEOMETRIC CCRBECTXOH
P " PROJBI







H • LANDSAT MISSION NUMBER
DDDD • DAYS SINCE LAUNCH
HH • HOURS
MM » MimrrEs
6 - TENS OP SECONDS







21 Scptmbar 1981 .








































RECORD TYPE CODE » 'TRLR*
• _
RECORD LERCTH, IN CHARACTERS S. l^(&
fi?»^ jlT ^Tfl^^*1 t^t ff*^i r f <f*T"r —
"^ <=" W,6 '^
GEOGRAPHIC SCENE ID
H • MISSION NUMBER: ^'-LANDSAT-D
*5'-LANDSAT-D PHIHE
6 - SENSOR: 'M' - MSS
PPP •• PATH
RRR - ROW |




B i t RASA SCENE I D
1 _ [
 n I B « MISSION NUMBER: 'A'-LANDSAT-L| l | f5'»LANDSAT-D PRIME
I
 B | „ 1 BDDD « DAYS 8IBCE LAUNCH OF ACQUISITION
1 ° \ ° 1 HH • HOUR OF ACQUISITION
E _ g
 M 1 MM « MINUTE OF ACQUISITION
I ' l l * - TO"5 °F SECONDS OF ACQUISITION| M 1 T j
I
j
1 B 1 ¥ | . BAND IDtB-'l'-'A* "'
^
















LAST SCENE ON TAPE FLAG ^
8 - 'T''«S; «81,NP ^ ORIGINAL PAGE JS
OF POOR QUALITY
CEOMETBIC MODELING FLAG -
X- *P'iPS2CISIOH ATTITUDE PIT
WITS CONTROL POINTS
«S« • SYSTEMATIC SIT
ATTITUDE MODELING VALUES
36 VALUES OF THE INVERSE STATE
COVARIAKC2 MATRIX EACH IN THE
FORMAT
STATE VECTOR MODELED FLAG
Z - *T* or 'N', ORDER DEFINED IN
REFERENCE 2.2*
BOMBER OF SCAN LINES:QO
BUMBER OF SCAN LINES :Q1
RDMBER OF SCAN LINES :Q2
5-26
Starleioa A •
21 SeptoBl»r 1981 .





HUXBES Of 8CAH LIKEStQ3
LXHE QDALIT7 HAP VOBD COUNT
F • «P':PDIL; »
XX . *00*-*99'
QUALITY HAP WORD TABLE
COKTAmS 99 QUALITY KAP B05BS
OP THE S03MAX:
tQUALITYQ-






* (m ORfG'NAL PAGE ?<
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IIV^ •»•»•» ornv.r, nw ^*»t AOinit i AUIV CAwb » i
RFACrt FLIGHT CENTER .DATE 1 09-NnV-*i <
510* KAPACEXENT FACILITY ORIGINAL PAGE JS TIME 8 19|16
.0* POOR QUALITY A — ^
























































































Landsat D Mission Operations
DATE:
Attached 1s your copy of the subject document. This publication becomes a
part of the Landsat D Data Format Control Book {preliminary Issue) - other
volumes of which were published In March. 1979. CDRL delivery of the DFCB
Is scheduled for September, 1980. Although marked "preliminary" for DFCB
purposes, this Appendix has been published as GES 10068 1n ordor to serve
as the format specification to be used for system development purposes.
Changes will be handled according to applicable configuration control pro-
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This log identifies those portions of this document which Dave been revised
aince original issue. Revised portions of each page, for the current revision
only, are identified by marginal striping.









































































































































































5.4 laage Description Records
5.5 List of Associated Tapes
5.6 Tape Inventory Sheet
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The NASA GSFC Landsat-D Project is developing a Data Management System (DMS) to
provide a variety of standard ioage products from the thematic mapper (TM) and
Bultispectral scanner (KSS) instruments. The major digital image processing
functions to be performed by the DMS for Laodsat-D include: screening imagery
for quality, determining cloud cover, applying radloaetric and geometric
corrections (including resampling the data in either cubic convolution or
nearest neighbor techniques and presenting the data in either a space oblique
nercator, universal transverse mercator, polar stereographic or lambert
conforaal conic projection), and copying original archive output tapes for
distribution purposes. The archival MSS tapes (HDT-AMs) will contain
radlooetrlcally corrected but geometrically uncorrected Image data plus certain
ancillary data necessary to perform the geometric corrections.
Each shipment of archive copy HDT-AMs will be accompanied by at least one
Coddard HOT Inventory Tape (GUIT), and its listing, which will serve as an
inventory and description of the image data included in the shipment. The
GUIT is a nine-track, 1600-BPI tapes which conforms to the ANSI standard. These
tapes also follow standardized conventions with respect to data formats, record
construction and record Identification. Each GUIT will be accompanied by a
hardcopy listing of that tape.
GES 10068
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for this Appendix to Data Foroat Control Book, Volume VI,
i
"traduce*" (SVS 10127) are allocated or derived from the CSFC Specification for
the Landsat-D System (GSFC 430-D-100).
1.2 PURPOSE
The purpoae of this document IB to define the format of the Goddard HOT
Inventory Tapea (GHITa) which accoopany shipments of archival digital HSS image
data (HDT-AM tapes).
This document provides the complete data format specifications for MSS HDT-A
GUITe and should be followed in utilizing and interpreting the format of these
GHITs and their associated listings.
1.3 APPLICABILITY
This document applies to all GHITs which describe partially-processed HSS data
as recorded as HDT-AMs. The formats for GHITs which are related to partially-
processed and fully-processed TM data (HDT-ATs and HDT-PTs, respectively) are













2.2 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY DOCUMENTS
I
a. GES 10077
Data Foroat Control Book Volume VI, Appendix C
- Partially Processed Multispectral Scanner
i
High Density Tape (HDT-AM/AMC).












One binary digit (either a cero or a one).
3.2 BYTE
A byte la eight bite in length and aay contain any type of data. The moat
significant bit occurs first and is the left-most bit of the byte.
3.3 RECORD
A physical record is equal to one block not greater than 4096 bytes. The record
length (block size) is dependent on the type of file and on the type of record
within a file. There are three types of files: aystem header file, tape
directory file, and HDT directory file. The system header file contains one
record type, the system header record. This record is fixed in size, contains
information pertaining to HMF operations and is the first record on the tape.
The tape directory file contains one record type, the tape directory record,
which is of variable length and contains information describing which HDT-AMs
av* reported on by the GBIT.
The HOT directory file contains four types of records: HOT directory record,
header record, annotation record, and trailer record. The HOT directory record,
which it variable in length, contains data describing one HOT. This record
: GES 10068
3-1




prbvidaa *• li»t of ;he :vr.gej roa'. lined on the corresponding HDT as well as
their location on the ~'DT. Oie ait o- heaJ?r. *nro;At'.on, end trciler records,
hereafter referred to as the i vsge >i3scri?cic. zecorda, Is provided In the HDT
directory file for e&ib Images contained on tb? KL'T.
The first 12 bytes in each G£IT record -.fitain at^ndard information: four bytes
for CHIT record sequence number, .'.-ur bytis for CHIT record type code, and fonr
bytes for CHIT record .length cooe.
The record length of the system header rscord is fixed at 312 bytes. The length
of the tape directory record is a function of the number of HDTs reported on the
CHIT. The record lengtn of the HDT directory record is a function of tne number
of images on the HDT. The record length of the ioage description records is
fixed. CHIT data record formats are s>own in Section 5.
On a CHIT, each record is recoided as many times as is indicated by the record
repetition code in the tape directory record. Records are separated by the
inter-record gaps. The flrct record is preceded by a load point marker and an
initial gap.
3.3.1 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER
Every physical record of the CHIT has a record sequence number embedded in it.
This is a sequential decimal count in ASCII of the records on the CHIT. The
record number increases aonotonically across file boundaries. The four-bytr








In ths interest of cape reliability, every physical record will be repeated
•evaral claws* Aa an exaaple, every record may be repeated two elates on CHli's
generated during periods of good tape reliability while every record aay be
repeated five tines during periods of frequent tape failures. The record
sequence number will be the aame for the original record and all the repeated



















If a record la read successfully, all the reported records ere skipped until the
next record with a different record sequence number is encountered. If an error
Is encountered while reading a record, the repeated records are read
successively until a good read is registered.
The repetition of physical recovde is not reflected in the remainder of this
document.
3.3.2 RECORD TYPE CODE
Each CHIT data record contains one of six types of Infcreation, uniquely
identified by the record type code found at the beginning of the record. The







a. Syateo Header SYST 21 September 1981
b. Tape (Directory . TDWO
I •




Each record has a standard format as shown in Section 5.
3.3.3 RECORD LENGTH
This is the length of the data record in number of bytes. This field is right
justi'ied, 0001 to 4096.
3.A jjLE
A file consists of an integral number of records. The system header file
consists of one record and appeals once per CHIT. The tape directory file also
consists of one record and also appears once per CHIT. The ROT diiectory file
consists of at least one record and appears on the CHIT once per HDT reported.
The HDT directory file appears at least once per CHIT.
An HDT directory file consists of information referencing the images 1
corresponding to a singje HEX. Each HDT directory file contains one directory
record end at least one sec of header, annotation, and trailer records.
All laagery associated with one HDT is reported in one HDT directory file, which










A file cannot; exceed the length of one reel of «agnetic tape. However, Multiple
! !
files can be etored on a reel. The last file io followed by an end-of-tape
! \
narker {EOT). '
3.5 TAPE GAPS. MARKERS, AMD LABELING
i
3.5.1 LOAD POINT MARKER
A snail piece of reflective aluminum tape is located on the non-recording side a
I
few feet from the beginning of each reel of tape. This load point marker
indicates the beginning of the tape for reading and writing.
3.5.2 INITIAL CAP !
I
j
A gap of 3.0 In. minimum separates the first record on a CHIT from the load
point marker| A gap maximum of 25 ft. is specified to permit corrective action
when gaps of excessive length are encountered (successive erase instructions).r
3.5.3 INTER-RECORD GAP i
An inter-record gap of 0.6-in. nominal (0.5-in. minimum, 25-ft. uaximum)
i i
separates records in a file.
3.5.4 END-OF-FILE MARKER j
j
A physical gap of 3.5 in. followed by an end-of-file marker (EOF) code separates
I !










Tha ond-of-tape marker (EOT) consists of two conaccutive EOFa. '
3.5.6 TAPE LABELING
The CHIT is unlabeled.
3.5.7 DATA ENCODING











The major function of • CHIT is to identify the contents of a given set of HDTs.
It Is structured on an HOT basis (with one file corresponding to one HDT) and
etarta with a syaten header used for Internal operations, and a tape directory
identifying the HDTs inventoried. Each HDT directory file begins with a
directory containing basic identification and processing information on the
digital image products on the HDT described in that file. The HDT directory is
followed by a header section, annotation section, and trailer section for each
image carried on the given HDT. These provide additional and more detailed
image data information. In each of these sections, all fields are alphanumeric
rod are coded in ASCII. The format for each section is defined below and shown |
In its corresponding section in Section 5.
A.I SYSTEM HEADER
The system header is record number one on a CHIT. It contains information in
ASCII code which is required for MMF interal operations and accounting; such as
computer identification, operating system identification, and version number.
4.2 TAPE DIRECTORY
The CHIT tape directory appears once at the beginning of a CHIT and identifies
the CHIT tape and its contents. It consists of one record, containing an
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AS the CHIT tape reel identification (also written on the CHIT tape cannisteri
label) and. the tape identifications o* the HDTs inventoried on the CHIT.
i





The HDT directory occurs at the beginning of each HDT directory file and
i
identifies the images contained on the HOT.
4.4 IMAGE DESCRIPTION RECORDS
; !i !
The laage description records of images are reported on the CHIT on an HOT basis
I
following their [respective HDT directory record and appear in the uame order on
the CHIT as ordered in the HOT directory record. Image description records on
i ' '
the CHIT include one record each for header, and trailer data, and two records
!
for annotation data as recorded on the respective HOT image tape and as defined
in Table 5-5. '
!
I
The second Annotation CHIT Image Description record represents the annotation
data associated{with a second Map Projection output by the IGF for partially
processed image da.a. In all cases, annotation data containing the tick mark
location data is excluded fton CHIT Image Description records.
Image description records for HDT image data contain the 12 bytes of CHIT
i !
standard information followed by alphanumeric bytes of image description









The header identifies the image data and describes the format in which the data
«rc recorded on Che associated HOT. This record also Includes various quality]
and processing indicators.
4.4.2 ANNOTATION
The annotation data contain the alphanumeric inform tion (with the exception of
the tick Bark location data) printed by the film recorder on the film product'
4.4.3 TRAILER
The trailer section follows the annotation section. It contains a subset of the I
Information found in the trailer section of the associated HOT (i.e., last scene)
flags, quality indicators, etc.).
4.5 LIST OP ASSOCIATED TAPES
The purpose of this summary listing Is to provide a mechanism for the collection
of HOT data tapes reported on by the CHIT. This sheet contains a list of the
HDT-iM tape Identifications and provides room for comments. Reference Figure
5-3 for a aaaple listing format.
4.6 TAPE IBVENTORY SHEET
There shall be a tape inventory sheet for each HDT-AM reported on by the CHIT.
CES 10068
4-3





This lit ting is Intended to provide a visual euaoary of tha scenes contained on
tha HOT-AM t«p«a. Thia Hating includes the CHIT tap* identification, ROT
identification, and a list of acmes on the BUT. For each acene, the listing
includes the scene identification, sensor type, cloud cover assasstKnt and
information depicting the location of the acene on the HOT. Reference Figure









Included herein are the contents and format of each of the filec, records, and
summary listings discussed in Section 4. The layout of the CHIT tape is shown
in Figure 5-1 while Figure 5-2 depicts the general format of CHIT data records.
i j
5.1 SYSTEM HEADER |
i
The HDT-AM CHIT systea header data appears In Table 5-1.
iii
5.2 TAPE DIRECTORY }
| i




The HDT-AM directory data appears in Table 5-3.
1
5.4 IMAGE DESCRIPTION RECORDS




The foraa* fo'r the list o'f associated tapes appears In Figure 5-3.
5.6 TAPE INVENTORY SHEET,
~T~ ,



































**TWO EOFs, REPRESENTING THE END-OF-VOLUME «EOV), FOLLOWS THE
LAST RECORD FOR THE LAST FILE ON THE TAPE:: OTHERWISE, ONE
EOF, REPRESENTING THE END-OF-FILE, FOLLOWS THE LAST RECORD
OF THE FILE FOR THE HDT.
n-NUMBER OF IMAGES ON THE HDT.


















( I I I| A | 4 1 4 |
1 BYTES 1 BYTES 1 BYTES 1

































































• Figure 5-2. CHIT Pata Record Formats
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Table 5-1. HD^ -AM CHIT System Header Record
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. RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER
'0001'
RECORD TYPE CODE - SYSr
RECORD LENGTH IN BYTES -
'mi?'
300 BYTES OF INFORMATION OF THE
FORM GIVEN BELOW. THE FIELDS
'XXXX1 ARE FILLED IN WITH THE






XXXJi , B1&SOFTWARE15SYSTEM15 : KbGROUKD»5
SEGMENTJJMANAGEMENT15SUBSYSTEMI5 , MAPPLI
CATIONl5SOFTWAREl5ACTIVITYl5VERSIONb
NUMBERS : MXXXXtf ,li»JMM/DD/YYbHH:MM








































RECORD TYPE CODE » 'TDWO'
RECORD LENGTH IB CHARACTERS
GHIT TAPE ID
L - 'L1 LANDSAT MISSION
N - '«', '5', '0' =" MISSION NUMBER
S - SENSOR TYPE: *M' « MSS
GT • TAPE TYPE: 'ST' " GHIT
YY " YEAR
ODD - DAY OF YEAR













































DATE/TIME OF CHIT TAPE GENERATION-
YY " YEAR




* - * 1': RECORDS ARE RECORDED ONCE










'L' : LANDSAT MISSION
'4V5V0'; MISSION NUMBER
SENSOR TYPE: 'M1 - MSS





















BLANK FILL: 77 CHARACTERS
TAPE ID, NUMBER OF IMAGES AND
BLANK FILL FOR SECOND HDT-AM,
AS CODED FOR FIRST HDT-AM
TAPE ID, NUMBER OF IMAGES AND
BLANK FILL FOR NTH (LAST) HDT-AM,
AS CODED FOR FIRST HDT-AM
5-7
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RECORD TYPE CODE - 'HDID'
RECORD LENGTH IN CHARACTERS
HDT-AM IDENTIFICATION
L « "L1.LANDSAT MISSION
N - MISSION NUMBER: 'A' - LANDSAT-D
'5; - LANDSAT-D PRIME
'0' - MIXED LANDSAT-
D AND D PRIME
S • SENSOR; 'M* - MSS
HA » 'HA', TAPE TYPE
YY - LAST TWO DIGITS OF YEAR
ODD » DAY OF YEAR








ORIGINAL PAGE J8 . > 2l Scpt«b« 1981"

















































: HASA SCENE IDENTIFICATION
N - MISSION NUMBER: '4' or '5'
1 DDDD - DAYS SINCE LAUNCH
1
 HH - HOUR OF ACQUISITION
MM » MINUTES OF ACQUISITION
i T • TENS OF SECONDS OF ACQUISITION
i
CLOUD COVER ASSESSMENT, IN TENS
| OF PERCENT CC • 'OO'-'IO1; 'NA1
! FOR NOT ASSESSED
i REGENERATED PRODUCT FLAG
F « 'R1 IF THIS IS A REGENERATED
SCENE 'J51 OTHERWISE
'• QUALITY ASSURANCE REJECTION FLAG





' IRIG START TIME OF HEADER OF THE IMAGE
: ODD - DAYS
HH » HOURS
; MM » MINUTES
SS • SECONDS
T - TENTHS OF SECONDS
ii
IRIG STOP TIME OF TRAILER OF THE IMAGE
ODD - DAYS
HH - HOURS
! MM - MINUTES
. SS - SECONDS
























QA REJECTION FLAG, BAND KOTClR
IRIG READER TIKE AHD IRIG TRAILER
TIKE REPEATED 3 TIMES, ONCE FOR
EACH REMAINING IMAGE OF THE FIRST
SCENE, CODED AS FOR THE FIRST IMAGE
NASA SCENE IDENTIFICATION CLOUD COVER
ASSESSMENT AND REGENERATED PRODUCT FLAG
FOR THE SECOND SCENE, CODED AS FOR THE
FIRST SCENE
NASA SCENE IDENTIFICATION CLOUD COVER
ASSESSMENT AND REGENERATED PRODUCT
FLAG FOR THE NTH (LAST) SCENE, CODED
AS FOR THE FIRST SCENE
QA REJECTION FLAG, BAND NUMBER. IRIG
HEADER TIME AND IRIG TRAILER TIME FOR
THE FOURTH IMAGE OF THE NTH (LAST)
SCENE, CODED AS FOR THE FIRST IMAGE
C'ViGW:: PAP? TTT














































RECORD TYPE CODE - 'HEDR*
RECORD LENGTH, IN CHARACTERS
GEOGRAPHIC SCENE IDENTIFICATION
N • MISSION NUMBER: '4'«LANDSAT-D
'S'-LANDSAT-D PRIME
S - SENSOR: 'M'»MSS
PPP - PATH
RRR " ROW
DDDD - DAYS SINCE LAUNCH OP ACOUISITION
NASA SCENE IDENTIFICATION
N - MISSION NUMBER: '4'-LANDSAT-D
'S'-LANDSAT-D PRIME-
DDDD - DAYS SINCE LAUNCH OF ACQUISITION
HH - HOUR OF ACQUISITION
MM » MINUTE OF ACQUISITION
T « TENS OF SECONDS OF ACQUISITION
B AND ID
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YY " LAST TWO DIGITS OP YEAR






XXXXX « '00000' - '99999'
DETECTOR STATUS
g • '0' - '9' • ACTIVE,
X - DISABLED
REPEATED FOR EACH OF THE 24 MSS
DETECTORS
THE VALUE OF S IS EQUAL TO THE
RIGHTMOST DIGIT OF THE DETECTOR
NUMBER IF THE DETECTOR IS ACTIVE.
EG, IF DETECTOR 23 IS ACTIVE, ITS











































NUMBER IF ACTIVE DETECTORS
XX - '00' - ',.4'
NUMBER OF PIXELS PER UNCORRECTED
SCAN LINE
SCENE CENTER TIME
YY " LAST TWO DIGITS OF YEAR












X - AS DEFINED IN REFERENCE 2.2.a
RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION METHOD
C - 'N':NO CORRECTIONS APPLIED
'H'rHISTCGPAM METHOD



















































XX « 'LL1 LOW GAIN LINEAR
'LC1 LOW GrtIN COMPRESSED
'HL1 HIGH GAIN LINEA?
'HC1 HIGH GAIN COMPRESSED
LENGTH OF TELEMETRY INTERVAL,
IN SECONDS












































NUMBER REJECTED EPHEMERIS POINTS
XXXX • '0000I-'9999I
ACCURACY OF EPHEMERIS FIT
ALTITUDE













































ACCURACY OF EPHEMERIS FIT
ACROSS-TRACK POSITION
NUMBER OF ATTITUDE DATA POINTS
IN TELEMETRY INTERVAL
XXXX - '0001'-'9999'
NUMBER OF REJECTED ATTITUDE
DATA POINTS IN TELEMETRY
INTERVAL RXXX - '0000'-'9999'














































ACCURACY OF ATTITUDE FIT
ROLL
ACCURACY OF ATTITUDE FIT
YAW
OVERALL BAND QUALITIES OF SCENE FROM
WHICH CONTROL POINTS WERE EXTRACTED.
X - AS DEFINED IN REFERENCE 2.2.a
NUMBER OF GEODETIC POINTS USED IN





























































90% ERROR ELLIPSE OF CONTROL POINTS
IN REFERENCE IMAGE ALONG-TRACK
90% ERROR ELLIPSE OF CONTROL POINTS
IN REFERENCE IMAGE ACCROSS-TRACK
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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CORRELATION FACTOR: AVERAGE OF CONTROL
POINT CORRELATION PEAK VALUES
AVERAGE CONTROL POTHT SUITABILITY
MEASURE
NOMINAL OVERLAP PIXEL OFFSET
XXX " 1000'-'999'
QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF APPENDED
GEOMETRIC MODELING DATA
X - AS DEFINED IN REFERENCE 2.2.a
DATA SOURCE
X - 'C'iGSTDN, 'W'rWHITE SANDS(TDRSS)

























USE OF NOMI..AL CAL WEUGL VALUES
X - 'N':NOT USED
'C':USED FOR COMPARISON ONLY
'W'rUSED TO REPLACE OTVs OUTSIDE
WINDOW, BUT NOT USED IN
RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION
'R':USED TO REPLACE CWVs OUTSIDE
WINDOW, AND USED IN
RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION
WINDOW SIZE
NOMINAL CAL WEDGE VALUES (36 VALUES,
2 CHARACTERS EACH)
EACH VALUE = 'OO'-'eS'
CAL WEDGE QUALITIES (36 VALUES,
3 CHARACTERS EACH)
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RECORD TYPE CODE - 'ANNO1
RECORD LENGTH, IN CHARACTERS
GEOGRAPHIC SCENE ID
N • MISSION NUMBER: '4'-LANDSAT-D
'S'-LANDSAT-D PRIME
S - SENSOR: 'M'-MSS
PPP - PATH
RRR - ROW
DDDD " DAYS SINCE LAUNCH OF ACQUISITION
NASA SCENE ID
N - MISSION NUMBER: '4'-LANDSAT-D
'5'"LANDSAT-D PRIME
DDDD - DAYS SINCE LAUNCH OF ACQUISITION
hH ° HOUR OF ACQUISITION
MM • MINUTE OF ACQUISITION























































D « 'N':NORTH; 'S':SOUTH LATITUDE
DIRECTION
LL « LATITUDE MINUTES
SS « LATITUDE SECONDS
D- 'E':EAST; 'W:WEST LONGITUDE
DIRECTION
JOG* • LONGITUDE MINUTES
SS • LONGITUDE SECONDS
ORBITAL DIRECTION













































WRS* CENTER LATITUDE & LONGITUDE
N - 'N'rNOMINAL CENTER INDICATOR
D- 'N1; 'S'rLATITUDE DIRECTION
MM • LATITUDE MINUTES
SS • LATITUDE SECONDS
D - 'E'; 'W: LONGITUDE DIRECTIO
MMM " LONGITUDE DEGREES
SS « LONGITUDE MINUTES
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
SENSOR X - 'M'rMSS
BAND ID CODE
BBBB - '




XX - SUN ELEVATION
A - 'A'
XXX - SUN AZIMUTH
5-23



















































X • TYPE OF GEOMETRIC CORRECTION
P " PROJECTION
E • TYPE OF EPHEMERIS USED
H • PROCESSING PROCEDURE
G - SENSOR GAli:
T • TRANSMISSION TYPE
ORIGINAL'





N " LANDSAT MISSION NUMBER
DDDD " DAYS SINCE LAUNCH
HH " HOURS
MM - MINUTES
S « TENS OF SECONDS.





Table 5-6. Image Descriptor-Trailer Record (Sheet 1 of 3)
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RECORD TYPE CODE - 'TRLR'
RECORD LENGTH, IN CHARACTERS
GEOGRAPHIC SCENE ID
N » MISSION NUMBER: 'A'-LANDSAT-D
'5'«LANDSAT-D PRIME
S - SENSOR: 'M' • MSS
PPP • PATH
RRR - ROW
DDDD • DAYS SINCE LAUNCH OF ACOUISITION
NASA SCENE ID
N " MISSION NUMBER: *4'«»LAND£AT-D
'5'»LANDSAT-D PRIME
DDDD " DAYS SINCE LAUNCH OF ACQUISITION
HH " HOUR OF ACQUISITION
MM = MINUTE OF ACQUISITION
T " TENS OF SECONDS OF ACQUISITION
BAND
LAST SCENE IN SWATH FLAG























LAST SCENE ON TAPE FLAG
X - 'Y':YES; 'N 1 :NO
GEOMETRIC MODELING FLAG
X - 'P'tPRECISION ATTITUDE PIT
WITH CONTROL POINTS
'S' - SYSTEMATIC FIT
ATTITUDE MODELING VAL'JES
36 VALUES OF TOE INVERSE STATE





OF POOR QUALITY f
*<*.&W
STATE VECTOR MODELED FLAG
X - 'Y' or 'N', ORDER DEFINED IN
REFERENCE 2.2a
NUMBER OF SCAN LINES:QO
Nl'MBER OF SCAN LINES:Q1













NUMBER OF SCAN LINES:Q3
LINE QUALITY MAP WORD COUNT
F- 'F':FULL; 'P'-.PARTIAL
XX - 'OO'-^ Q1
QUALITY MAP WORD TABLE
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ANSI American National Standards Inatl tute
ANSCI1 Aaerlcan Standard Code for Information Interchange




CHIT Coddard High Denalty Tape Inventory Tape
CSFC Coddard Space Flight Center
HOT High Denalty Digital Tape
HOT-AM Partially Processed Multlcpectral Scanner HOT
MM? Mlaalon Kanageaent Facility
MSS Multlepectral Scanner
CES 1006S
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